Raspberry Pi Intro – Hacking games
with Python
TechResort Encounters #5138C_Games
What do I need?
•
•
•
•

A Raspberry Pi board and power supply
An SD card with the operating system installed
A monitor, HDMI cable and power supply
A mouse and keyboard

What are we going to use the Raspberry Pi for?
Building on from script #5138B, we’re going to continue programming
in Python to look at how games are made, and how we can customise
them to our choosing.
As you’ve done in the previous sessions, power up your Pi. Remember to
plug the power supply in last.
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Last time, we had a look at the wormy.py file
and added a difficulty selection system. Open
up this file and familiarise yourself with the
code again, and try running it.
We had a look at what some of the code did,
especially parts that were necessary to modify
for the difficulty menu. Remember to run it
from your folder inside /home/pi and not from the main menu.
Let’s have a look at some of the other parts of the code, starting with the
colour codes.
We’ll skip some parts of the code for you to figure out yourself.
#

R

G

B

WHITE

= (255, 255, 255)

BLACK

= (

0,

0,

0)

RED

= (255,

0,

0)

GREEN

= (

0, 255,

0)

DARKGREEN = (

0, 155,

0)

DARKGRAY

= ( 40,

40,

40)

BGCOLOR = BLACK
This defines colours using their RGB (red green blue) values. This is a set of
values that tells the computer how to display each colour, as otherwise the
computer doesn’t know how to show, for instance, the colour purple or orange
or dark grey.
0 is the minimum, and 255 is the maximum – so if the R (red) value is 255,
there the colour will be entirely red. However, if the R value is 0, no red at all
will be displayed.
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In Python (specifically, using pygame to make our games), these colours can be
defined with each value seperated by commas in brackets and saved into a
variable; this is what the lines of code printed on the last page do.
For instance, pink is 255, 192, 203. Try saving this into a variable with the other
colours.
Once you’ve done this, Python has a special variable name that can be used to
change the colour of the background.
Can you try making this a colour of your choosing? Think of combining the RGB
colours like mixing paint colours.
We now have our main() function. A function in Python is a bit of code that we
write, usually at the top, so that we can run it later, without needing to repeat
code again. They’re also useful for organising code.
For instance, if we want a function that adds two numbers together, we can
write some code like this. If you want, open a new IDLE file and try this.
def add(num1, num2):
result = num1+num2
return result
print(add(2,3))
We define functions (using def) and indent the code inside. They can be run by
writing the name of the function (in this case, add) and then the arguments
inside brackets. These are the numbers that we ‘pass’ to the function.
Here, they are 2 and 3, so that when you run the code, it will send them to the
function, they will be added together, and it will then be returned so that the
print function can be used to output the answer to the screen.
Not all functions will need arguments sent to them, but if they are, they need
to match how they are defined. In the example above, there are two
parameters (when they’re in the defintion, they’re called parameters, and
when they’re called, on the final line, arguments), which should both be
numbers and there should be two of them.
If you remove one or both of them when the function is called, you’ll notice
you get an error, as it will be expecting two.
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Let’s have a look now at the main() function.
def main():
global FPSCLOCK, DISPLAYSURF, BASICFONT
pygame.init()
FPSCLOCK = pygame.time.Clock()
DISPLAYSURF =
pygame.display.set_mode((WINDOWWIDTH, WINDOWHEIGHT))
18)

BASICFONT = pygame.font.Font('freesansbold.ttf',
pygame.display.set_caption('Wormy')
showStartScreen()
while True:
runGame()
showGameOverScreen()

Here, you can see several functions are called – as before, they’re the name of
the functions, plus brackets. If there are arguments, these will go inside the
bracket. Some of these are controlling the pygame module, but the ones
highlighted in bold above are defined in the wormy.py file.
In this session, we’re going to have a go at using functions to build a
leaderboard system, to save our scores later to a text file.
We’re going to need to write our own function inside main() to manage saving
a leaderboard. It’ll need to go between the main game loop (runGame) and
the game ending, so that it saves immediately after the game has ended.
• Try defining this function
• Remember to give it a sensible name, such as leaderboard
• Remember to define it in the correct place – it needs to be defined
before it is called, and not inside another function
We may move it later, but let’s start simple first.
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We’re going to use a separate file for saving our scores to a leaderboard.
Make a new blank text file in the same directory as your Python game, and call
it scores.txt.
Firstly, we’re going to want to ‘open’ it using code so that Python can add text
to it. While it won’t show on screen, Python needs to be told where the file is
and what it needs to do with it.
At the top of your new function, write the following code.
def leaderboard():
file = open("scores.txt", "a+")
This line of code tells Python to open the scores.txt file, and the a+ means
“append”, or “add onto the end of an existing file”. As we’ve already created
the file, this is the best option to use for the moment.
We’ve opened it, and can now refer to it as file further down in the code.
Let’s just try writing some text into our file.
file.write("Hello world")
file.close()
We should always write file.close() after dealing with files to prevent
accidental modification afterwards.
Now make sure your function is called inside main().
Try playing the game, and then
opening up the file using a text
editor (through File Manager) and
see if the text appears in the file.
If it does, that’s great! We’ve proven that we can use functions to write data to
a text file, and we can now use this to save our score.
You can use the text editor to delete the “Hello world”, and save it so it is an
empty file again.
If it doesn’t, think about where your function is called, using leaderboard(),
and make sure the code above is indented inside the function. Also make sure
the filename, scores.txt, is typed correctly.
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Now let’s see how we can add the scores the user gets into the text file.
Firstly, we need to find out how the program calculates and
displays the score. When you play the game, you’ll notice it
is displayed in the top corner of the screen.
Each of the on-screen items has a function that ‘draws’ it to the screen. Look in
your Python file for where this is defined. You might need to scroll down a little
bit to find it. We don’t need to worry too much about how it displays it onscreen, but more about how it obtains the number.
def drawScore(score):
You should notice that when it is defined, it has one parameter, score. This is
then used to show the score on screen. So we now need to look and see where
this is called, and what data is ‘passed’ to the function – as this will be the
score that we can save into the leaderboard.
To save you looking through hundreds of lines of code, we can just use the
search function. Press the Control key (usually in the bottom left of the
keyboard, written as CTRL) and F at the same time, and you should see a
search box appear.

Look for the drawScore function being called using the search function.
You should find the following line of code inside of the runGame function.
drawScore(len(wormCoords) - 3)
This is passed to the function, so the value of len(wormCoords) – 3 is
the score that the user has got.
What does this mean?
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Let’s break it down and have a look at that bit of code.
len() is a way of getting the length of whatever is inside the brackets
wormCoords is a variable, which is using a data type called a dictionary.
-3 is subtracting 3 from the length value
What do we mean by data type?
In programming languages, we can set variables to store data. This data is of a
certain data type. Some common ones include strings, integers and boolean
values.
A string might be “Python” (note the quotation marks around it)
An integer might be 7 or 42 (it cannot have decimal points)
A boolean value can only be either True or False
What is a dictionary?
A dictionary is a way of storing data in programming languages, using a key
and a value (much like an English dictionary has words and defintions).
wormCoords in our code is made up of the co-ordinates of where the worm is
on screen.
The key here is X and Y (referring to co-ordinates on screen), and the value is
the co-ordinate themselves. Together, the key and value make a pair, which
counts as 1 entry in the dictionary.
We can have a look at what this looks like in our code, by adding a print
statement just after the drawScore(len(wormCoords) - 3)line we
found earlier.
Add underneath it:
print(wormCoords)
Now play your game. You
might need to rearrange your
windows so that you can see
the shell output and the
game itself.
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You should notice that when you move around, the co-ordinates on screen
also change to give a current indication of where the worm is.
You’ll also see that when you eat the apple, to increase the score, the length of
the dictionary you’re printing on screen also changes (it may overflow onto
another line), but each time the length of the worm increases, the length of
the dictionary increases to store a co-ordinate (X and Y) value for each part of
the worm.
This is how the game stores both the length and position of the worm – as the
worm always starts out being 3 long, and the score starts at 0, this explains the
-3 we saw earlier in the code to calculate the final score.
If you have a look at the comments from the original programmer inside the
runGame function you can also see how this dictionary (wormCoords) is used
to check whether the worm has hit itself or the edge (causing the game to end)
or has eaten an apple.
So that it is easier to reference later, let’s save this len(wormCoords) – 3
as a variable called score, so that we can pass it to our leaderboard function.
We can add this just before our print statement.
score = len(wormCoords) - 3
Now, let’s go back to our leaderboard function. We’ll want it to take the score
as a parameter, and then save this to the file. You’ll need to change a couple of
lines, printed below. The opening and closing of the file don’t need to change.
Once you’ve passed the score as an argument, you can then use it within the
function to save it to the file.
We use the str to convert the score, an integer, back to a string so it can be
written to the file properly.
def leaderboard(score):
file.write(str(score))
Try running your game now.
What happens after the ‘Game Over’ screen?
Hint: look in the shell output
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You probably got an error message that said something like:
NameError: name ‘score’ is not defined
Although we’ve declared our score variable, in most programming languages,
variables only stay inside the function they are declared in.
This means that, because we have declared our score variable inside runGame,
and are then trying to use it from within main (to call our leaderboard
function), main doesn’t know where score is, as it is not declared inside it.
To test this out, at the top of the main function, add a line that sets a variable
called score to 5. Now run the code again, and
get to the Game Over screen. You’ll see that,
regardless of your actual score, it will always
save ‘5’ to the text file as this is the only variable that main can ‘see’ and use.
Once you’ve done this, delete the score variable you’ve just created and we’ll
fix the problem using something called a global variable.
This is a special kind of variable which can be used by every function in the
program. Although sometimes having variables confined to just one function
can be a good thing (to prevent you accidentally changing something in one
function where it is needed in another), in cases like this, global variables can
be helpful. Making a variable global is really easy, too.
The line before it is assigned to len(wormCoords) - 3
should be global score
This tells Python that any
function can now use this score
variable.
Now try running your code, and
make a note of your score. You
should now see that your score
is saved into the text file.
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There are still a few ways we can improve our leaderboard.
For instance, if you run the game multiple times, you’ll see that the scores are
all on the same line. So if you score 2, 5 and 3, it’ll look like your score is a (very
impressive!) 253.
We can fix this by adding a new line every time the score is saved. This is the
equivalent of pressing ENTER when writing a text file.
Look for the bit of code where you write the score to the text file. After the
score, but inside the brackets, add:
+ ‘\n’
This is a special string that tells Python to insert a new line after the score. We
use the plus symobl when dealing with strings to add strings together.
For instance, ‘Tech’ + ‘Resort’ would be ‘TechResort’
This can be used to add different pieces of information together and is called
string concatenation.

Your challenge
Add a username to go with the score, so that the scoreboard will look
something like:
David, 4
Ethan, 3
Sam, 6
Here’s some hints…
• You’ll need to ask the user for their name at the start of the game
(before the difficulty selection) and save this is as a variable
• You’ll need to change the leaderboard function so that it will also add
the name alongside the score
• Make sure you use a comma, so that we can separate the name from
the score. name + ‘,’ + score
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Now play your game a few times and get a friend to play and save the score
Take a look at your leaderboard and see what your text file looks like now.
Is it saving the names and scores as you expected?
If not, think about your code. Is it returning an error message? Are your
variables correctly defined and used properly?
Let’s have a think about how we can improve our scoreboard further.
While we can see the scores.txt file by opening it up in the text editor and
looking at it, we can also set it up to show the scores in a Python shell.
This will involve reading the text file and then outputting it. This works a bit
like writing to it.
Write a new function called showLeaderboard or something similar.
We can then read our scoreboard and sort the data to see who has the highest
score, before outputting it to the display.
This is a little bit fiddly, but the following code will read in each line, and
convert it into a dictionary where the name is a string, and the score is an
integer. It’s important that a comma is used to separate the name and score.
def showLeaderboard():
import operator
d = {}
with open("scores.txt") as f:
for line in f:
(key, val) = line.rstrip().split(',')
d[str(key)] = int(val)
sorted_scores = sorted(d.items(),
key=operator.itemgetter(1))
Note the final line should just be one line, there is no need for a gap – a long
line of code just doesn’t quite fit onto one line on the page!
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This will save a list of the scores, in order, to sorted_scores, which you can
then print to the screen.
for s in reversed(sorted_scores):
print(s)
We use reversed as this will show the results from high to low.
You’ll have to think about how you want to display the leaderboard – before or
after the game?
How might you ask the player if they want to see the leaderboard?
You could use an if statement, similar to the one you used for the difficulty
selection menu. If they do want to see it, then call the function to show the
leaderboard. If they don’t, carry on with the game as normal.
Your game should start by asking the user for 3 pieces of information using
input and if statements.
1) Please enter your name
2) Would you like to see the leaderboard?
3) Please enter your difficulty selection
Think about which variables might need to be global and where you should
define and call your showLeaderboard function.
It might look something a little like this once you’re done:
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How else can we improve the leaderboard system?
Although we have our difficulty selection menu, the leaderboard isn’t affected
by this. For instance, a score of 3 on easy is a lot easier than a 3 on hard, but
the leaderboard doesn’t show it any differently, despite the increased
challenge!

Your challenge
Combine the difficulty system with the leaderboard. You could:
Show the difficulty next to the player’s name. This means it’ll look like:
David (hard), 4
Ethan (easy), 3
Sam (medium), 6
Hint - You’ll need to use the variable that takes the user’s input on the
difficulty selection screen and write this to the text file using string
concatenation
You’ll need name + difficulty + comma to separate + score + new line
and/or
Multiply the score depending on the difficulty – so playing on medium is
worth double points, or playing on hard is worth triple points, for instance
Hint - You’ll need to multiply the score variable before it is written to the text
file. The symbol for multiplication is * (this can be found on your keyboard as
Shift-8).
You may wish to adjust the difficulty in places as well to
To multiply variables in Python, use a = b*c, where b and c can be either
variables that already exist or numbers.
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You can see our menu and leaderboard system now works as we expect it to –
it takes our input, saves our scores, and then can order them and output them.
Extra Challenges
To make the game a bit harder, you can hide the grid that helps you see and
line up where the worm and apple are. Look in the code for the function that
shows the grid on screen – you can either stop it being called (and run) or
change the colour of it.
Think about how you might combine this module with some of our other
scripts – for instance, could you try the electronics module, and then make an
LED light up whenever a point is scored? Or make a buzzer sound for ‘game
over’? Or could you take a selfie using the Pi camera after each game?
Could you try tinkering with some of the other Python Games? You’ll need to
read and follow the code closely so you can see exactly what is happening on
each line of code, and what happens to different variables.
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